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                 Site Zorgo Games Overview

                 The online club offers all its customers hundreds of slot machines, dozens of roulettes, card games, lotteries, tournaments and a large number of bonuses. Users can play for free in demo versions of games or try slots for real money. It should be added that the club has a large number of bonus games, a huge jackpot drawing and daily promotions. Everyone who looks into the Zorgo Games online casino will be able to find everything they need for themselves.

                 A client can play for onlines and real money in absolutely any games, of which there are more than 500 in the casino. The most popular are considered to be slot machines and modern slots. All content of the virtual club is updated daily. It is licensed and certified for quality.

                 All products work in accordance with the rules and conditions of gambling establishments. The online club features games from the most famous manufacturers: NetEnt, Microgaming, Play’n GO, iSoftBet, IGT, Novomatic and Playtech. Games are also available on the site in the live section. There are dozens of the most popular entertainment from a real casino with live dealers

                 In addition to the range of casino games, customers receive support from technical sponsors and gaming club friends. Users can participate in thematic tournaments, use promotional offers, play lotteries. Each client can receive a one-time promotion that does not need to be played in the club.

                 VIP casino players receive additional rewards, and also have advanced features in the Zorgo Games online casino. It is enough to be an active user of the casino, replenish the account and gamble.

                 Each client who has registered with the club receives the most secure account. His personal data, as well as information about finances, cannot be transferred to third parties. All data about the player is hidden and encrypted with modern security methods. Only the casino client can request to delete his data and block the account if the administration gives its consent.

                 Registration

                 To open a new account, the player needs to create a profile on the official website of the Zorgo Games.

                 There are five registration options:

                 	in one click (it is enough to select your country from the list and the currency of the game account)
	via a mobile phone (indicate only its number and also the currency of your account)
	by e-mail (you will need to fill out a full registration form with personal and contact data)
	using one of the proposed social networks: Google+, Facebook
	and the last option is to register an account by linking to a wallet with the Online cryptocurrency.


                 Registration instructions

                 The fastest way to create a new account is to register in 1 click. If this option was chosen, then it can be done as follows:

                 	press the button “Register” (it is located in the lower right corner)
	in the dialog box that opens, select the option “1 click”
	choose your country from the drop-down list
	select the currency to replenish the account
	register a promo code, if available
	click “Register”


                 Further, the system will automatically generate a login and password for you, using which you can enter your personal account. It is important to understand that these are random combinations of numbers and letters, so it will be very difficult to remember them. To avoid losing access to your personal profile, save your username and password in one of the ways that the system offers:

                 	sending by e-mail
	saving as an image
	save to any file


                 All that remains is to authorize, go to any of the sections of the online casino, choose a game and you can start making bets.

                 Input/ Output

                 After the player has registered, he needs to replenish his balance. This can be done using bank cards, e-wallets and transfers, terminals and other popular methods. All funds are credited to the player’s account instantly. Withdrawal can be done in the same way.

                 Support on Zorgo Games

                 The Zorgo Games online casino supports every player. The institution has a technical department that answers all customer questions and helps them solve problems 24 hours a day. Also, in the club, you can ask a question about the work of a gambling establishment by phone, by writing a letter to the mail or in an online chat.

                 Game assortment at Zorgo Games Bitcoin Casino

                 The Zorgo Games online casino has the widest selection of slot machines, as well as other virtual entertainment. Users can play themed games, slot machines with big rewards, slots with free spins and special options, roulette, live slots, card games with real croupiers. The number of casino entertainment is huge. Particular attention is paid to virtual machines, which are divided into categories.

                 Customers can choose slots by quality, novelty, popularity. In virtual slots, in addition to the usual big cash prizes, you can play a jackpot reward. The amount of such incentives can exceed millions of rubles.

                 Among the most popular games in the club, it is worth noting such slots: “Booming Bananas”, “Baseball”, “Lucky For You”, “Under Water World”, “Blood Queen”, “Neon Jungle”, “Totem Lightning”, “Dracula’s Castle “,” Jumbo Joker “,” Booming Bars “. You can play for online and real money crypto casino in absolutely any slot machines.

                 Live games Royal77

                 Here, first of all, you should pay attention to the Live casino section. In fact, this is a virtual analogue of a real casino, where all games are played in real time.

                 In this mode, players have access to classic games powered by Royal77. These are such as: “Roulette”, “Blackjack”, “Texas Hold’em”, “Baccarat”, “Keno”, “Russian Roulette”, “Number”, “Lotto”, “Poker in 3 cards”

                 Roulette

                 In the roulette section, there are two options for playing the game.

                 In classic roulette, the rules are fully consistent with the standard procedure in any casino. A classic reel is used here, consisting of 37 marked sectors with numbers from 0 to 36. The sector with green color is zero, the rest of the sectors have red and black colors, distributed equally among themselves.

                 Another variant of the roulette game offered in this section is Russian Roulette. Here you and your virtual opponent have a pistol, in the drum of which 9 cartridges are installed: 7 blank and 2 combat. The one in whose pistol the combat shot occurs earlier loses. After each round with a blank shot, the player is asked to either take the winnings or double the bet and continue the game and reload the drum.

                 Free games

                 Many slot machines are presented in a demo version, so you can play them absolutely free of charge, without betting for real money and without making a deposit. For such a game, it is not even necessary to register on the casino website.

                 Tournaments, bonuses and promotions

                 The Zorgo Games online casino offers the most relevant and profitable promotions, as well as bonuses for gamblers. Before registering, users can choose one of the bonuses: a cash reward for the first deposit or free spins and additional prizes in slot machines.

                 In addition to the initial bonus, players have access to: birthday present, win Zorgo Games, cashback, refunds, accumulative points system, weekly promotions, promotional codes and much more. The more often a player visits the casino and places bets, the more additional bonuses he receives.

                 Also, the casino has a loyalty system that raises the level of the user and increases his cashback. It has its own levels that the user can receive for replenishment of the account, bets and activity in the casino.

                 In addition to all the bonuses, in the casino, users can participate in tournaments and other festive events. Information about them is always available on the main page of the site.

                 Mirror at Zorgo Games

                 For quick access and bypassing all locks, a mirror of the official website has been launched in the club. It helps you get into the casino when it is blocked, overcrowded or temporarily out of order. The mirror has the same functionality, but a completely different address. You can find active mirrors on the official website or in social groups of the casino.

                 You can play any gambling game through the club mirror, including free slots. In addition to the mirror, you can use a special application for mobile phones and tablets to bypass locks. You can download it on the official website. It works on all modern platforms and requires only the internet.

                 The application does not load the systems, it only works with the Internet. Users who use the application can play at the casino anytime, anywhere. Registration, bonuses, slots for money, withdrawal of funds and account replenishment are available in the mobile application. You can play from a profile that was registered through the computer version of the casino.

                 Player Reviews

                 According to a huge number of positive reviews, the casino has a high rating and is one of the largest and most famous gambling establishments that have been operating for several years.

                 The Zorgo Games online casino is a huge potential for every user who wants to have a good time at the club and earn big money. In the casino, each player can usefully spend time playing the most popular slot machines and other casino games for online and real money.

                 Verification

                 In order to pass the verification procedure, you must provide the following documents:

                 	passport photo
	photo of a credit card from both sides (or if you use another payment method, then upload a screenshot of your account, which can confirm the deposit)


                 Verification is only required upon request by Zorgo Games.

                 In Conclusion

                 The club has proven itself very well with a large number of licensed games, fair policy, high level of protection, as well as huge cash prizes. Hundreds of thousands of people play at Zorgo Games casino today. Users from all over the world rate this platform only with the highest ratings. The main advantages of the club are the players:

                 	High level of work with clients.
	Large selection of games, bonuses, promotions and tournaments.
	License for all software with a quality certificate.
	Big jackpots.
	Maximum protection of finances and personal data of the client.
	The ability not only to play in the casino, but also to place bets on various sports.
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